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EXPERT LECTURES 

SOCIAL ACTIVITY 

On 23/10/2021 Expert lecture 
by Mr. Jagdish Aher from     
Siemens is organized on topic 
“Career Opportunity in Building 
Automation and Project Man-
agement”. Students from SYEJ 
and TYEJ get benefitted. 

   This program coordinated by 
Respected Mr. N.R.Thakre. 

On 30/10/2021 Expert lecture 
by Mr. Deepak Kalel from Em-
erson Export Engineering Pune 
is organized on topic “Industrial 
Automation using PLC & 
SCADA”. Students from SYEJ 
and TYEJ get benefitted. 

   This program coordinated by 
Mr.G.A.Arkhade. 

Covid-19 Vaccination Campaigning 
arranged in SHRI.H.H.J.B POLY-
TECHNIC, Chandwad on 
26/10/2021 under the guidance of 
Respected Principal 
Dr.V.A.Wankhede.  

 

 

MSBTE  Summer-2021  

Examination 

Congratulations to  Respected 

Principal Dr.V.A.Wankhede for  

successful win in the State Level 

Elections of Institute of            

Engineers for      Electronics and 

T e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n              

Engineering Division 

 

   

EXTRA-CURRICULAR 

ACTIVITY 

 

Rank 

 

Name of Toppers 
%

Score 

FYEJ 

1 NIKAM YASH N 86.63  

2 BHOI UNMESH A 86.00  

3 MORE SATYAM J 84.75  

SYEJ 

1 DESALE SAVITA V 83.33  

2 RAJGIRE AKASH D 80.44  

3 SHELKE KALYANI S 79.44  

 TYEJ  

1 BORGUDE AKASH B 88.47  

2 PAGARE AKHILESH A 87.88  

3 BORGUDE VISHAL R 87.12  

Quiz Competition 

Prize distribution of “Quiz 
Competition” by Respected 
Principal Dr.V.A.Wankhede. 
The competition organised by 
department on 22/11/2021 
and coordinated by 
Mr.M.A.Nalawade. 

Industrial Visit’s 

On 17/11/2021 Department has organized industrial visit at ELITE 
Technologies MIDC Ambad, Nashik. Total 50 students get         
benefited by this visit. This was organised by Mr.S.T.Patil, 
Mr.J.V.Shimpi & Mr.G.A.Arkhade 

 Electro SparksElectro SparksElectro Sparks   
 

 

 

Congratulations Our Toppers  

Felicitation Ceremony 

Newsletter Coordinator : 
Mr.M.A.Nalawade 

Farewell of  

BATCH 2020-21 

On 24/11/2021 Department has organized industrial visit at BSNL 
Exchange Chandwad, under the course Mobile and Wireless Com-
municatio (22533). Total 40 students get benefited by this visit. 
This was organised by Mr.S.T.Patil, Mr.J.V.Shimpi & 
Mr.M.A.Nalawade. 

Covid-19 Vaccination Campaign 
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Online study has become very important now-a days. It has become a need 
from youngsters to senior citizens. With a click any one can access 

any information with various images, videos, articles & studies etc. 
Students can better understand the things practically than that of             
theoretically in the classroom. Various soft wares are developed / designed 
by   Engineers & Scientists for a perfect learning. Students can understand 
the concept of any subject easily when they get connected with that subject 
and its real life significance or its practical approach which has nice    
demonstrations on any educational app, YouTube, Google, or tutorials etc. 
which are available online. While sitting at home one can access lot of     
information by just a click like news, daily updates. This age of information 
brought revolution in the fields of education & learning by extending the 
boundaries of human capabilities and learning experience. The technologies 
like virtual reality and artificial intelligence are proven the holy grails of 
knowledge. Now there is no compulsion of classrooms and institutes. We 
can use whole world as an institute to learn which is, the best way of     
learning. It becomes easier for every student to learn anywhere, anytime 
easily. Not only students but also others can get the benefits of online 

learning due to its low cost. Each and every student can learn irrespective of 
his/her socioeconomic backgrounds. Courses are available for students like 
face to face courses. Various animations are there due to which kids and 
children get attracted towards it. The online learning provides more joy of 
learning than that of traditional one, “As an intelligent being we were always 
despairing about future and online learning is that future”. So according to 
my point of view online study is more effective than the traditional one.  

                                                                                               Mr.Anuj Aher 

                                                                                                     (TYEJ) 

E-learning is very essential in the present condition. We are marching to-
wards the new technological innovations. There are incredible deviations in 
all walks of life. It has become possible due to technological advancement. 
Everything became online. Online Learning is more convenient for students; 
it saves valuable time, money, and energy. One of the best advantages of 
online learning is that one can undergo a course from their office or home. In 
spite of one’s busy schedule, one can find some spare time to take a course 
or study for it. So, an online study is more suitable for them. Because virtual 
learning gives us a chance to make a choice. As per our   interest, we select 
the mode of learning. But traditionally it did not happen. There was a lack of 
proper learning resources. Only books were a means of learning. Today we 
can see that online study made everything easy. We can access online book 
notes, videos, audios, various learning techniques etc.. Another very im-
portant advantage of online study is that one need not carry books with us 
now and then rather than we can access anything online as per our require-
ment. We need not preserve it manually. Online learning has been hugely 
popular in the rapidly advancing world and competitiveness. E-Learning be-
came more convenient than the traditional one as it tempts the students to 
have full involvement in the learning by creating an audio-visual image in the 
mind. 
Accordingly, there can be various benefits of e-learning: 

1.Students learn more than they do in traditional methods. 

2.Retention rates are higher with online learning 

3.Online learning requires less time investment 

4.It is choice-based so one can go for more options. 

5.E-Learning is the need of time. It helps one to do his best. 

6.Quick feedback is possible in online learning. 

One of the most important advantages I think that online study develops   
discipline among the students. One can stick to time and become punctual. 
Good habit formation is also done through online study. If we read       some-
thing it can be remembered for a long time and if we forgot we have quick 
access to the internet. Nowadays we have computers, laptops, smart 
phones, tabs, and much more advanced equipment with us to get internet 
access easily. From the past few years, most of the examinations are      
conducted online for effective evaluation and proper justice to each student. 
Many professionals usually join online courses to increase their              
qualifications and enhance their career opportunities in their jobs for        
promotions or higher-paid job opportunities. Through online learning, one 
can be updated and acquire as per requirement. Hence in my view, online 
study is much better than the traditional one.  

 

                                                                                         Ms. Savita Desale 

                                                                                                      (TYEJ) 

Now a days, online studying or learning has flourished the educational    
system. The technology has developed a lot during this decade. Although  E
-learning has been already introduced and practice in many countries, We 
all know how internet and Google has taken the world right now. We get 
each and every information about a thing on the internet. Introducing online 
learning will help a lot in education system and in development of the 

nation. Taking in consideration the traditional way of learning and the online 
learning would probably be the easy way to learn. Now assuming the stream 
of interior design, the amount of drafting and sketching would be reduced by 
the online learning. Now a days, AutoCAD has also taken part in interior de-
sign but the thing is the amount of grasping and understanding which is 
done in traditional learning would not be there in online learning. 
The students will understand more through online learning due to the   
showing and presentation of that particular object. The E learning has     al-
ready came into practice so there is a lot of hope that in the next 10-15 
years, the online learning and other would take the educational system to 
more technology and economic development of the country  

                                                                                    Mr. Sudarshan Ugale 

                                                                                                (TYEJ) 

Students Talk…. 

Is online study is more effective than traditional one? 

Yes, I firmly believe online studying is more effective than the traditional 
one. Internet is an ocean of knowledge, everything on the www is linked 
with one another, whereas in traditional studying there are limitations as tra-
ditional studying is restricted to a four wall class room. Online studying is 
more effective as it provides an interactive GUI and students can visualize 
the concept and have a better understanding. Online studying puts student 
in a place where they can explore the world beyond paper books. Tradition-
al studying is mainly based on theoretical knowledge. As the world is ex-
panding so is the internet and the technology, many teachers combine both 
online and traditional studying and make it easy for students, schools and 
colleges in rural area are providing smart class rooms and cloud based 
study materials with internet facilities. Main advantage of online studying is 
that it is accessible everywhere and anywhere.  

                                                                                    Ms. Kalyani Shelke  

                                                                                                (TYEJ) 

Yes, Online study is more efficient. At least for the learners who want to 
learn and grasp knowledge at anytime, anywhere without being in a formal 
way. Basically, studying something means learning and understanding more 
and more about a topic. Online studies provide students number of websites 
and blog Spots to get and share their knowledge. Online tutorials do not 
have any limitations, whereas traditional has so. Today if we have any 
question we just ask Google to find solution for it, like wise if we look to    
traditional study “We get to know the thoughts of people and get new ideas 
also but these ideas lasts for just few months after this, we get so much    
involved in those people and then we all make our minds to work and think 
like in similar way. This makes the new ideas to be vanished from the 
group”. Where as in Online study we learn something, we have same     
conversations but here “we process our MINDS” to make study on a topic 
by ourselves to build questions on it.  

                                                                            Ms. Dhanashree Jadhav 

                                                                                           (TYEJ) 


